2 1/2" Hinged Steel Belt Conveyor  
This versatile conveyor has been used by the automotive, aerospace, and recreational vehicle manufacturing industries for many years. The 2 1/2" pitch conveyor is used as an accessory with machine tools such as lathes, saws, and machining centers. You will also find them being used to convey stamped parts as well as stamping related scrap.

2 1/2" Pitch Replacement Belting  
- Compatible with all domestic manufacturers  
- Some belt widths ship in 48 hours

Magnetic Slide Conveyor  
- A great choice for small ferrous parts & scrap  
- Used in the fastener & spring manufacturing industries

Low Profile Sliderbed Belt Conveyor  
- Fits under and into space-restricted areas  
- Ideal for stamping press operations

4", 6", and 9" Pitch Belt Conveyor  
These belt conveyors are used in ferrous and non-ferrous metal manufacturing and recycling. Common applications are scrap yard recycling facilities, trunk lines for large stamping operations, and in large electronic scrap recovery facilities.

All products manufactured and assembled in the USA